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Issued on the 30th of April 2021 

NEWSLETTER No 132 

February, March, April 2021 

Spring Edition 

Web site:                                           

http//www.solentguildofwoodcarvers.org.uk/ 
 

EDITORIAL The Editor’s thoughts. By Lin Palmer 

Hello all, This will be the fourth issue of the newsletter under covid restrictions, and how the 

time fly’s, especially when you are not thinking about the things you’re supposed to be 

getting on with. I instead have been distracting myself with gardening and sewing or other 

interests, other than carving, as George has. George and I have just had our second Jabs and 

we are fine, we are pleased to have got it over and done with. I also hope that you are all fit 

and well and can’t wait for it all to be over, like us. This newsletter will have the rest of the 

articles that I was unable to publish in the last edition. There are still plenty of members 

contributions to come, for you to enjoy. Well we will be hopefully able to get together for 

carving and socializing again soon. We’ve also had some sad news to share with you, and 

hope that our thoughts will be passed on to the families and friends of those who passed 

away. Andrew Huebler, Joan Sargeant, Peter Skrzypczak. 

 

CHAIRMANS MUSINGS. By George Palmer 

Here we go again it has been nice to catch up with some members on the phone and many 

others via email. I have tried to keep people in the loop in order to keep the Guild 

functioning, I’m very appreciative of Lin’s efforts with the newsletter and John’s maintaining 

the website, both very valuable assets and I hope you are accessing both. It is always a shame 

to hear of ex members passing and it brings back many memories of their lives and 

contributions to both woodcarving and the Guild no matter how small. So Peter, Joan and 

Andrew will be missed. Another person sorely missed will be Michael Painter who has 

decided to stop carving classes and move to be closer to his family, he has helped and advised 

many members at his workshop in Austrey and indeed at the one day talk etc at the PGS, we 

wish him well. I hope that the program we are putting together will come into fruition and 

enable us to start getting back together at the moment things are “tbc” but as they are we will 

let you know. The committee hope to meet up at some point outside, weather permitting, in 

the next month or so. So if you have anything you would like considered etc let us know. In 

the mean time happy carving or at least get those chisels out of hibernation and sharpened 

ready. 
 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE 
The Chairman and Committee regret not being able to hold Carve-Ins, Socials, etc. for 

obvious reasons. Based on the current ‘Government Roadmap’ a revised programme for 2021 

has been formulated. Please note this has not been confirmed as we are still waiting for 

various responses and is also subject to any further government regulations. Following the 

request in the last Newsletter for feedback an AGM will not be held this year. However, a 
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brief report will be written and the accounts reviewed. (There has been some expenditure and 

over £400 in donations). 
 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Subscriptions are normally due end of March but collection will be postponed until we have a 

better idea of the programme. Many Members paid their 2020/21 subscriptions; these will be 

held in abeyance until the next subscriptions are due. If anyone wishes to have these 

subscriptions refunded please let the Treasurer know. 

 

PROGRAMME 
Version 2 of the 2021 programme was sent to Members in early March; this can also be seen 

on the Guild’s web site. The following will bring you up to date but note it is still very fluid 

and subject to change.  
 

SOCIALS 
We are still trying to hold a Petanque Competition on 9th June and a Skittles evening on 11th 

August. We would treat the Skittles as a ‘welcome back event’ and the Committee has 

suggested to encourage Members to attend that the meal is subsidise by the Guild by 50% or 

100% for Members; Guests would pay full price. We could also hold the Bill Pinney Trophy 

competition at the skittles event. The Presentation Dinner will not be held this year. 
 

DEMONSTRATIONS 
Currently there are two changes to the demonstration programme. The Annual Competition 

will NOT be held, (the South Downs Show itself, will continue) and the Guild will not be 

demonstrating at the Wood Crafts event at the W&D Museum at the end of May. We are still 

waiting if we can demonstrate at the Heritage event in August; For safety reasons, e.g. social 

distancing, we may have to limit the number of demonstrators. 

 

ANNUAL COMPETITION 
Due to the current Covid-19 situation, it has been decided NOT to hold this year’s annual 

competition. We don’t think it would be wise to have tens of people gathers around the 

competition table as well as handling pencils and paper by several people. 
 

CARVE-INS 
We still hope that Carve-Ins may recommence in September. However, the PGS will not 

make any decision on third party bookings until late June at the earliest.  
 

RISK ASSESSMENTS 
The current risk assessments we have in place for PGS, socials and demonstrations will be 

reviewed and updated to reflect Covid-19 requirements at the time. 
 

MEMBERSHIP RECORDS  
If anyone has membership records pre-2002 the Secretary would welcome them. 
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Joan Sargeant and Andrew Huebler remembered. By John Vardon 

 

JOAN SARGEANT 

We are sorry to have to report the death of Joan Sargeant. Joan joined the Guild in the 1990’s 

and was a Member until 2012. She served on the Council (as it was known then) from 1999 

for three years. Between 2007 and 2011 Joan, with her husband Edmund who was a Social 

Member, hosted the Summer American lunch. They put in a lot of work preparing their large 

gardens and if the weather was not very good we all went into the swimming pool complex. 

Fortunately, the pool was covered and no one fell in! Joan was a regular attendee at our 

Carve-Ins and supported many carving demonstrations. She entered the Guild’s annual 

competition many times and won (or was placed second or third) several times. She was also 

a member of Daywood Carvers who regularly demonstrated at the Weald & Downland 

Living Museum. Joan learnt her carving skills whilst living overseas in Ghana and Nigeria (to 

name a couple of countries they lived in). I won’t say how old Joan was but she and Edmund 

had been married 70 years! Several Members of the Guild attended her funeral at the South 

Downs Natural Burial Site at East Meon. She will be sadly missed. 

 

  
 

ANDREW HUEBLER  

We are also sorry to have to report the death of Andrew following a fall. Andrew was a 

Member of the Guild prior to 2002 (earliest record available) and served on the 

Council/Committee for nine years including six years as the programme Secretary (although I 

suspect Doreen, his wife, did most the work!). He was a tool maker by trade which led him to 

become a very skilled woodcarver and produced some wonderful and unusual carvings. He 

entered the annual competitions twelve times over a period of sixteen years and achieved 

twelve firsts, eight seconds and ten thirds in the various classes. Whenever possible, Andrew 

was present at most demonstrations arriving in his trusted Mercedes –Benz. One of Andrew’s 

most infamous acts was at the Sussex Game & Country Show in 2002. The show ground was 

a mud bath. To quote from the Newsletter “half way through the show on the second day and 

received a score of 8 for his triple somersault and twist; he would have received a 10 but he 

landed on his bottom which lost him points. A lady in a caravan came to his rescue and 

washed him down!” There was also the time when he had a large split in the rear of his 

trousers, but that’s another story. (See cartoon below – drawn by former Member Charles 

Miles). He carved one of the carvings for each of the Borough of Havant and Victory 

projects. Andrew was the chief car parker at the summer American lunches at Joan and 

Edmund’s house. He was also a member of Daywood Carvers. Like Joan, he will be missed. 
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How life in the covid camp has been. By Barry Williams 

Here we are one year into the Covid crisis and 3 lockdowns who would have thought this was 

going to affect us all so much. 

On the first lockdown I decided I’d use the time to decorate a bedroom and I finally got round 

to doing it during the 3rd lockdown (well you can’t rush these things!!). 

I did manage to get some carving done I am pleased to say, I finished a mermaid carving and 

I completed a carving of Yoda, from Star Wars. My grandson-in-law found a piece of drift 

wood and asked me to carve Yoda for him, I don’t know what the wood was but it was hard 

and kept me out of mischief for some time. John Vardon has put both the carvings mentioned 

on the Guild website. 

My daughter asked me to carve a bear for her to stand in the garden and Peter Hallam 

managed to source some oak for me from the lakes where he goes fishing in Titchfield 

(Thanks Peter). The intention was to laminate it all together and carve the bear but in the 

mean time my daughter had to have 2 old oak trees removed from her garden so we decided 

to keep 2 of the trunks, 1 for the bear carving and the other for my son-in-law to make a seat. 

As I have never attempted anything that big before I decided to carve a test bear out of 1 of 

the pieces Peter got for me so I had something to refer to when I carve the larger oak trunk. It 

will be getting carved while still wet or I’d never get it done. So I have quite a big project to 

keep me busy, once we are allowed out again and hopefully the weather improves. 
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Like everybody else I have been doing the usual gardening and indoor jobs. I think it was a 

relief for my wife when I did go and work in the shed to give her a bit of piece. 

That about sums up my Covid year and hoping it is not too long before we can all get back to 

carve-ins. Take Care and stay safe everyone. 

 

There is an application (app) that my son-in-law uses for his drawing which I have found 

useful carving the bear it is called Grid# and is free from the app’ store, it places a grid over 

any image you want to carve and you can adjust size of the grid to suit your project. I found it 

useful for taking references points. 
 

         
Yoda      In progress “The Bear”     

 

 
Barry with the completed bear, a good-looking pair! 
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An update. By Peter Hallam 

As a relatively new member of the SGWCS you may know I took up carving after being a 

woodturner as a result of being asked to provide a nativity set for Holy Trinity Church 

Fareham. After agreeing to this proposal, I realised quickly I had entered a new realm of 

woodworking, and needed help, hence my joining the Solent guild. I received a great deal of 

support and help from members and those living locally called in from time to time to see 

how I was progressing and offered help. I realised I had certainly dived in at the deep end. 

At the time of the first lockdown back in March last year, I had started the carving of the 

three kings to add to Mary, Joseph and the baby already completed. In spite of lockdown, I 

realised the only way forward to complete the Kings was to “bite the bullet” and get on with 

it. The iPad became very useful as I could send pictures of current progress to be scrutinised 

and receive helpful comments in return. In a way, lockdown made me steadfast to get on with 

the project and hey-ho the kings were completed by the end of May. 

 

Recently, I realised my lathe could work as a vice for my latest project, an angel holding a 

bowl above her head. I turned a small bowl shape at one end and then off the lathe proceeded 

to shape the body. However, putting it back on the lathe to deepen the bowl, I suddenly 

realised that holding it between centres with the aid of the indexing pin, I could carve more 

easily the hand, arms and folds in the garment having 360 degrees rotation. I enclose a 

photograph of the present project at its present stage. 

 

Stay safe everyone and I look forward to the time we can all meet up again. 

 

       
The Three Kings      Turning a carving! 

 

Heath Robinson returns. By Tony Cross 

We all need to find something to do during the lock down. Tidying up the workshop or your 

work area is the normal place we find these jobs. 

 

Over time I have collected several honing wheels in felt and leather. These are normally 

found in a drawer and pulled out as and when required. So my latest project was to make up a 

honing system using all the above honing wheels. The system will also include the "odds and 

sods" pieces collected in my "might come in handy tray". 

 

I thought I would follow the ideas of Heath Robinson and I felt sure the finished item would 
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make him proud. I made a drawing using an old piece of black slate (from the might come in 

handy box). The design looked as if it could and would work once I started. As always start 

the job with confidence having an idea, drawings and time.  

 

The base was from an old coffee table which I found during my walk with Boomer. It was 

heavy and was free, a good start. The motor was from an old bandsaw which I was given and 

left under the bench to gather dust. To connect all the honing wheels etc together I found and 

used a 12 mm threaded bar and held all the wheels in place using nuts and various washers. 

I next found two old bearings which the 12mm bar would fit. So now I was on a roll. The 

next part was to measure and cut up the remaining parts of the coffee table wood for my 

fittings. I decided that I needed a shield behind the wheels to stop the red polish going onto 

the wall behind. I found a broken plastic door from a freezer which with a couple of drilled 

holes would do the job. The assembly went as planned that is from issue A of the design to 

issue E...It finally went together and looked something like the original slate drawing. Then  

I had to spend some money to purchase a drive belt, which cost £5.20 on eBay. 

The completed system is now working and has been used, a job well done.  
 

 
Before and after it came together 

 

 
as one 
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My designs on the slate 

 

It’s Been Busy Times. By Dave Newson 

Well last year at the start of the pandemic I retired to my garage to finish the plaque I’d 

started for the competition that took a lot longer than I thought it would. I then started on a 

bust, of myself of course. Well made a start it’s not as easy as it looks! Anyway I spent some 

time on that and then duty called. I have to build a corner raised bed by the wall in front of 

the front door in brick? Well problems started when I had to lift the paving bricks inside the 

raised bed, anyway solved that, built the wall and even a little box affair to put the delivered 

milk in, very nifty. Then came the problem of filling it with soil, how much does a little 

raised bed take? Four bags of horse manure and five bags of 70ltr topsoil and anything else I 

could throw in, anyway it’s finished and looks quite good. Anyhow whilst doing this I 

noticed the drive was in a bad state, when it rains we get puddles in the middle and quite a 

number of the paving bricks had sunk over time having cars parked on them, so the next job 

lift the bricks and re-sand to bring up to level. 10 sacks of sharp sand later they came up to 

level within reason and it looks a lot better than it did and no more puddles. Well back into 

my workshop/garage I did quite a lot more to my bust. I then decided to make bird boxes for 

Christmas presents. 6 boxes later went back to the bust, did little bits to that and fitted in a 

few other jobs in between. Finally finished the bust, sanded it down and polished it and it 

even looks like me! Mainly because no one looks anything like me in comparison, (you must 

show us it sometime Dave.) Anyway, back to bird boxes, fish and the likes, oh and Sue 

would like me to clean and tidy my workshop. My next big task is building three 800mm 

raised beds for the garden, wish me luck and keep safe.  

 

Coppicing at The Weald and Downland Museum By Andy Banger 

Coppice ‘A thicket or dense growth of small trees or bushes, esp. one trimmed back to stumps 

so that a continual supply of poles and firewood is obtained’ Many Guild members have 

visited the Museum as exhibitors at various events but I wonder how many have explored the 

wider site and are aware of the many activities involving staff and volunteers, ranging from 

stewarding the historic houses to site maintenance, gardening, animal husbandry and many 

more. One such activity in which I along with a few other volunteers, under the guidance of 

Rural Interpreter Jon Roberts, am involved is coppicing. The main area of coppice is on the 
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hillside at the southern end of  the site, bounded on two sides by the Woodland Trail and is 

divided into seven ‘cants’, each being approximately 15yds wide running up the slope. The 

W&D woodland is mainly Hazel interspersed with other varieties such as Beech, Sycamore, 

Hornbeam and a few other species. The aim is to harvest one cant per season, roughly from 

the beginning of October to end of March. Needless to say this is unlikely to be achieved this 

season. In keeping with the ethos of the Museum we cut and process the material traditionally 

with billhook and axe. 

          
Hazel ready to coppice  Cut stool and harvested material 

 

Where possible one or two young ‘whips’ are left which then can be partly cut through, laid 

and pegged to form new stools. The coppiced material is all used on site, mainly as firewood 

in the houses, and the brushwood to make faggots for use in the bread ovens in Winkhurst 

kitchen and the new Bakery. There is also a need for hedging stakes and binders, material for 

building shelters, and plant supports for the gardening team to use. Charcoal burns are 

occasionally carried out calling for a supply of larger logs. Coppicing on a rotational basis 

means there is always a variety of habitats for flora and fauna.  

 

            
Firewood ready for distribution    Firewood ready for distribution 

 

There was a large amount of Ash on site much of which was mature, but this, in keeping with 

the Southdowns National Park’s eradication policy, had to be felled due to Ash dieback 

disease. Most of the felling was carried out by contractors and has provided a good supply of 
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timber for making replica furniture, wagon repairs etc. for the museum, so will be put to good 

use. One particularly large tree estimated to be about 200 years old, situated near the stables, 

appeared to be sound but, when felled, was in fact found to have the disease. 
 

 
The ‘unstable’ Stables ash 

 

And now due to lost time through this lockdown, we will be carrying on with the coppicing 

through this summer as well, 

 

Chisels. By George Palmer  

Everyone has a differing opinion about carving chisels. What constitutes a good or bad 

maker? Is it the quality of the steel or the manufacturing process used to make them? Many 

of us eschew the Victorian steel of Sheffield or the chisel producers of London? Some will 

only use modern makers, is all a matter of personal preference. I am looking back at some of 

the chisel/edge tool manufacturers of Victorian times. According to the “Sheffield list” there 

were over 550 edge tool manufacturers employed in a variety of jobs from forging and 

grinding to selling what was called edged tools. Add to this those working and selling in 

London and around the country and you can see that the list would be very large indeed. I 

will look at just a few that we are most familiar with. If you expand the pictures you will find 

that I have included as many marks as I have in my collection. 
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Addis, Herring , Sorby etc You hear a lot about Addis family of chisel manufacturers. 

They were a family of edge tool makers that go back to Samuel A Addis who started up in 

1792. The more familiar Addis chisels start with John Joseph who started up in the 1830s 

and continued to his death in around 1858. He stamped his chisels either as Addis or latterly 

as Addis snr to differentiate them from his sons. 

 

James Bacon Addis started up in 1851 until his bankruptcy in 1864. It is possible he 

stamped his then chisels as J B Addis but none have been found. He then applied to work for 

Ward and Payne. Since they had received customer feedback stating that the London chisels 

were of better quality they employed him to make chisels for them from his London 

workshop adding their W&P mark on them alongside his. This he did for some 10 years 

before falling out with them and setting up his own business with his sons. He died in 1890 

and the business was carried on by his wife and son J B jnr. He carried on and was succeeded 

by his son J B 3rd. the firm continued to 1961.    

 

 Samuel Joseph Addis started up in 1853 in London and stamped his chisels with either S J 

Addis, S J ADDIS jnr or S J Addis with a crossed Masonic compass and square. He died 

around 1870 and his name and marks were bought by Ward and Payne.  

 

 Ward & Payne was founded in 1803 by David ward who joined with Henry Payne in 1843. 

They continued to sell chisels with the S J Addis brand up to the 1960s.   

 

 Herring is another London brand that we are all familiar with. It started with William son of 

William Herring an edge tool forger who moved from Sheffield to London in 1850. William 

jnr as a 16 year old was believed to be apprenticed to S J Addis. He eventually marries one of 

S J’s daughters and sets up business with his brother Edwin in a workshop opposite J B 

Addis’s.  There were as I said earlier many many edge tool makers operating out of Sheffield. 

Here are a few you may of heard of:-  

 Henry Taylor – started 1834 and still operating  

 

Marples – the family can be traced back to 1540 in Derbyshire but the present firm started in 

1840 and still operating.  

 

Sorby – started out by Robert in 1621. I&H Sorby started in 1797 but was bought out by 

Lockwood bros in 1845. R Sorby started in 1828 and is still in operation. 

 

James Howarth – initially joined Henry Taylor in 1834 but split and went alone in 1842. 

they continued trading until 1913 when they were acquired by Sorby.    

 

Charles Hill - who produced tools from 1900 until about 1911.    

 

Others you may have come across are James Cam, Colquhoun&Cadman, Isaac Greaves, 

Hearnshaw, Thomas Herring, Hildick, Ibbotson, Lockwood, Mawhood, Moseley, 

Moulson, Stormont and Turner to name but a few.  
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Marples, Pfiel, Stubai, J Bell etc Alongside these you have manufacturers around the 

country such as Mathieson in Glasgow also numerous retailers who had their company name 

stamped either instead or alongside the manufacturer, Frost of Norwich is an example. So 

don’t discount obscure names stamped into the blades and look at the quality of the chisel 

instead.    Alongside makers who are still going today we have others beside such as:- 

Tiranti (UK), Stubai (Austrian), Pfiel (Swiss), Dastra (German), Kirschen (German), 

Ashley Isles ( UK), Flexcut (USA), Auriou ( France). 

 

I don’t endorse any particular makers but I have my own preferences. 

 

 
 

Frost, M&C, Clarke, Colquhoun & Cadman, Ashley Isles etc. Information gleaned from 

an article by Gary P Laroff “Addis history and carving tool imprints” and ”The Sheffield 

Index” as well as other more diverse sources. 
 

Remember if you need a chisel, before you go online and buy one contact me. I still have 

a range of John Bowen’s chisels for sale as well as some of mine also.  
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Andy Peters, ships figurehead carver by George 

 

 
Photo borrowed from his website 

 

Both we and Alan watched a very interesting part of Tony Robinson’s trip down the Thames 

the other night. He did an interview with Andy Peters who set up and runs Maritima. 

Maritima is a workshop east of Oxford on the Waterperry estate that makes and restores ships 

figureheads and other decorative woodwork. He was shown working on a replacement 

figurehead for the Cutty Sark. He has been involved in many projects throughout Europe over 

the years. If you are interested and want to read more about him and his work look up his 

website www.maritimawoodcarving.co.uk 

 

TOOLS FOR SALE (John Vardon)  
If you remember that in March 2020, we had a large number of tools from a former Guild 

Chairman Frank Leach who had passed away. We have raised around £350 so far. I still have 

a number of tools available. In fact, the list has grown as I picked up a few more from his 

daughter at the beginning of April this year. I will bring them along to a Carve-In. Tools still 

available include Henry Taylor short-bladed gouges, Two Cherries micro gouges, a large 

assessment of Microplanes (flat, round and triangular), Dremel Cordless Drill 8000 (no 

charger or collet; these can be obtained), a large assortment of needle files and other odds and 

ends. If anyone is interested in any of these tools (prior to the next Carve-In) please contact 

me. 

 

 

 

 

 

The next newsletter will be issued on the 31st July 2021. 

Please make sure any admissions are submitted before the 25th July. Thank you. 

 

http://www.maritimawoodcarving.co.uk/

